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Abstract—Detect Intrusion is an indispensable part of a security system. Activity of network becomes an essential part in
modern life; on the other hand, number of threats and attacks in private and corporate networks are increasing. Therefore,
there is a need for a performance method for detecting of intrusion networks. Detect of intrusion is defined by the problem of
identifying misuse and abuse in computer systems. In this paper, a novel fuzzy-evolutionary system is presented to effectively
detect the intrusion in networks at computer. So this scheme employs a hybridization of fake annealing empirical and tabu
search procedure to recover the accuracy of fuzzy if-then guidelines as intrusion gauges. Both of these systems have its
beneficial and detrimental. So, using the cross models of both routes, the anticipated classification occupations the good
structures of them to progress the exactness of gained rules. Valuation of the future system is done on the dataset which has
info about standard and intrusive activities in linkages. Rests of our archetypal have been matched with quite a few wellknown intrusion recognition systems.
Keywords—component; Intrusion detection; simulated annealing; search; fuzzy if-then rules.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion detection systems, aptly called the second line
of defense, play a key role in providing comprehensive
security. So Due to the rapid growth of computer
networks in recent decades, its security has been the one
of the most important features to be handled. An intrusion
is defined as any set of actions that try to compromise the
integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource [1].
Prevention of intrusion is not sufficient as the system
becomes more complex and security mechanisms become
weak. At the previous years due to the greater usage of
smart devices and internet, the grid circulation increases
rapidly.
There are many techniques to detect intrusions
effectively and efficiently; so the security goals of a
system -confidentiality, integrity, and availability- could
be satisfied. Researchers have been working on finding
answers to the following questions: How to find attacks
effectively, which responses to give against detected
attacks, how to proximate adapt to new attack strategies,
and such like. The anomaly detector monitors network
divides to compare their state to the normal baseline and
looks for anomalies. Selected zones, such as recognition
approaches, have already been far studied; there are only a
few glances on areas such as try and valuation, and
response.
Data mining methods for detect intrusion were first
implemented in mining audit data for automated models
for intrusion detection [2]. Neural networks have been
extensively played to detect both misuse and anomalous
patterns [3]. Also, some recent prowls have utilized
Artificial Immune Systems to detect intrusive behaviors in
a computer network [4, 5]. In addition, some other applied
techniques on intrusion discovery problem are genetic
algorithms [6], Bayesian parameter estimation [7] and
clustering [8-10]. As in [11], the studies on this immature

research area have accelerated in recent years, and a
survey on adversarial Sally against IDSs was recently
proposed.
A system that evolves attack signatures, by using GP, is
presented in [12]. Another signature-based intrusion
detection was proposed recently [13].
There are two different architectures considered: standalone, distributed and cooperative architecture in the
neighborhood. Other architecture proposals are in [14].
Recently, the adversarial capabilities against intrusion
detection networks (IDNs) are presented in [15]. Their
adaptation ability to the concept drift correlate on the
accuracy of the detector. Therefore, authors Pointed that
misclassified instances included in updating could
considerably decrease the efficiency of anomaly-based
detection approaches [16].
As in [12], employ GP for differentiate malicious peers
from benign ones in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. So, they
play some simulations for each individual to see how
derived solutions are effective in preventing malicious
peers from participating in the networks [17].
A recent GA application plays on principal components
instead of working on features for both increases the
performance of SVM and to use less number of features.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) computes
components of principal, a conventional method for
feature subset selection [18].
It is evidence that optimal monitoring node selection
problem is NP-hard [19]. Also, another important
contribution of IDS deployment on MANETs by using
GA is presented in [20]. The applications of evolutionary
computation mainly focus on evasion attacks as covered
in the Foundations section [21]
In recent years, computational intelligence methods
have attracted a considerable interest due to their
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characteristics suitable for detecting of intrusion such as
adaptation, fault tolerance, high computational speed and
error resilience in the face of noisy information [22].
In [23] Chen et al, discovers the applicability of GA
with multi-objective optimization methods for place IDS
sensors by satisfying conflict objectives. Various attack
detection rates are traded-off with false alarm rates and
costs [23].
Fuzzy if-then systems rules have been successfully
employed in many areas [24]. Also recently, fuzzy rulebased systems have been applied to classification
problems, where non-fuzzy input vectors are to be
assigned to one of a given set of classes. Fuzzy if–then
rules were traditionally profit from human experts.
Recently, various methods have been proposed for
automatically generating and calibrating fuzzy if–then
rules, without using the support of human experts [25].
Also, one of the challenges that is key, in building fuzzy
systems is to guarantee that it can automatically extract
optimal classification rules from training data, and the
extracted rules must be accurate and interpretable for
human comprehension.
Simulated Annealing (SA) is an iterative search
algorithm motivated by the annealing of metals which was
firstly proposed by Metropolis in 1953 [26]. The first
effort to take simulated annealing into optimization
problems was by Kirkpatrick in 1983 [27], who used it as
a new optimization search model to escape local optima
and expectantly come close to the global optimum. Since
then, simulated annealing has been used on a wide range
of optimization problems and attained fine results.
So, the suitability of proposed solutions is discussed for
each problem. Tabu Search is an iterative search method
for combinatorial optimization problems which was
presented by Glover [28]. The goal of this algorithm is to
obtain a list of forbidden solutions in the neighborhood of
a solution to avoid cycling between solutions while
allowing a solution, which may degrade the solution
although it may help in escaping from the local optima.
In this article, we have used a hybrid version of
simulated annealing and Tabu search with a heuristic
fuzzy classification model to develop detect of intrusion
system based on misuse detection approach. So, the
proposed approach tested by the public intrusion detection
dataset available at the University of California, Irvine
web site which has information about the normal and
intrusive behavior on computer networks.
The rest of the paper is as follows. Sections II and III
describe the presented fuzzy rules for classification system
for intrusion detection based fuzzy classification system
for intrusion detection. Empirical results and the
comparison of proposed approach are reported in Section
IV, Section V is conclusion.

of each pattern are xpiÎ[0,1]n for p= 1,2,3,…,m and
i= 1,2,3…,n.
In the presented fuzzy classification system, we use
fuzzy if-then rules of the following form:
Rj: If x1 is Aj1, … and xn is Ajn, then Class Cj by CF=CF j
where Rj is the label of the jth fuzzy if–then rule,
Aj1,…,Ajn are antecedent fuzzy sets on the unit interval
[0,1], Cj is the consequent, and CF j is the certainty grade
of the fuzzy if–then rule Rj. In computer simulation, we
use a typical set of linguistic values in fig. 1 as antecedent
fuzzy sets.
Membership
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Figure 1. Used antecedent fuzzy sets in this paper. 1: Small, 2:
medium small, 3: medium, 4: medium large, 5: large, and 6: don’t care.

So, our fuzzy classifier system searches for a relatively
small number of fuzzy rules with high classification
ability.

Step 1: Calculate the compatibility of each training
sample x p = (x p 1 , x p 2 ,..., x pn ) with the fuzzy if–then
rule R j by the following product operation:

m j ( x p ) = m j 1 ( x p 1 ) ´ . . . ´ m jn ( x pn ),

(1)

where m ji (x pi ) is the membership function of ith
attribute of pth pattern.

Step 2: For each class, calculate the relative sum of the
compatibility grades patterns with the fuzzy if–then
rule R j :
bClass h ( R j ) =

å

x p ÎClass h

m R j ( x p ),h = 1, 2,..., c

(2)

where bClass h (R j ) is the sum of the compatibility grades
of the training patterns in Class h with the fuzzy if–then
rule R j .

Step 3: Find Class hˆj that has the maximum value of
II.

FUZZY RULES FOR CLASSIFICATION

bClass h (R j ) :

We assume that m real patterns, xp= (xp1,xp2,…, xpn),
p= 1,2,…,m, are given as training pattern from the c
classes. Since the pattern space is [0,1]n, attribute values
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follows.

bClass hˆ (R j ) =
j

max {bClass 1 (R j ),..., bClass c (R j )} .

(3)

If two or more classes take the maximum value, the
consequent Class Cj of the fuzzy if–then rule R j cannot
be determined uniquely. In this case, let Cj be j .

Step 4: If the consequent Class C j is j , let the grade
of certainty CF j of the fuzzy if–then rule R j be

CF j = 0 . Otherwise, the grade of certainty CF j is
determined as follows:

(

CF j = bClass hˆ ( R j ) - b
j

3

)

c

åb
h =1

Class h

(R j )

(4)

where

b = å bClass h ( R j ) (c - 1)

(5)

h ¹ hˆ j

The task of our fuzzy classifier system is to generate
combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets for generating a
rule set S with high classification ability. When a rule
set S is given, an input pattern x p = (x p 1 , x p 2 ,..., x pn ) is
classified by a single winner rule R j * in S , which is

A. Initialization
The method of coding fuzzy if-then rules is as follows:
Every fuzzy if-then rule is coded as a string. The
following symbols are used for denoting the five
linguistic values (Fig. 1). 1.small, 2.medium-small,
3.medium, 4.medium large, 5.large, and 6.DC. For
instant, the following fuzzy if-then rule is coded as “36”:
Rj: If x1 is medium and x2 is DC then Class Cj with
CF=CF j.
Ninit denote the numbers of fuzzy if-then rules in the
initial set. To create an initial set, one approach is to set:
N
(7)
NNCP ( S ) = m - NCP ( R )

å
j =1

j

where N is the number of rules in the rule set, m is the
number of every patterns in the training set, and NNCP(S)
is the number of non-correctly classified training patterns
by S.

B. One-Point Crossover
A pair of fuzzy if-then rules is choice from the current
population to production new fuzzy if-then rules for the
next population. Every fuzzy if-then rule in the current
population is choices with the following selection
probability:

determined as follows:

m j * (x p ) . CF j * = max {m j (x p ) . CF j | R j Î S }

(6)

That is, the winner rule has the maximum product of
the compatibility and the certainty grade CF j . The next
section will discuss about the proposed tabu search based
fuzzy system for intrusion detection.
The total number of fuzzy if–then rules is 6n, so it is
impossible to use all the 6n fuzzy if–then rules in a single
fuzzy rule base when the number of attributes, i.e. n, is
large (e.g., intrusion detection problem which n=41). The
proposed approach searches for a set of fuzzy rules with
the highest classification accuracy. Consequent class and
the certainty grade of each fuzzy if–then rule can be
determined from training patterns as follows [25]:

Step 1: Calculate the compatibility of training pattern
xp= (xp1,xp2,…,xpn) with the rule Rj by the product
operation:
μ j (x p )  μ j1(x p1)  ... μ jn (x pn ), p  1,..., m
where μji(xpi) is the membership function of Aji.

Step 2: For every class, calculate the relative
compatibility grades sum of the training patterns with the
Rj. That is, the winner rule has the maximum product of
the compatibility and the certainty grade.
III.

THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR MISUSE
DETECTION

For this part, outline of the hybrid fuzzy model based
on simulated annealing and tabu search is presented in
fig. 2. Each step of proposed model is described as

Initialization

Evaluation

One–point Crossover

Tabu Checking

SA Admission

Termination
Figure 2. Steps of proposed approach

Here, we increase the probability of DC, when
specifying the antecedent fuzzy sets to create general rules
to cover larger decision area of the state space. Then
generation of Ninit fuzzy if-then rules as initial set of rules.
Sinit, the consequent class and the certainty grade of
each are specified from training patterns by forms
described in section II.
The hybrid model needs to start from a high
temperature. If this initial temperature, Tmax, is too high,
it causes a waste of processing time. The initial
temperature value should be such that it allows all
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TABLE I
CLASSES IN THE 10% OF THE KDD-CUP 99 DATA SET
SAMPLES

SUB-CLASSES

CLASS

97278 (19.6911%)

NORMAL

4107 (0.8313%)
391458 (79.2391%)
52 (0.0105%)
1126 (0.2279%)

ipsweep, nmap, portsweep,
satan
back, land, neptune, pod,
smurf, teardrop
buffer_overflow, loadmodule,
multihop, perl, rootkit
ftp_write, guess_passwd,
imap, phf, spy, warezclient,
warezmaster

PRB
DOS
U2R
R2L

presented good or bad moves to be accepted.
An important parameter is to choose proper tabu list
size, a problem-dependent parameter, since the choice of
a large size would be inefficient in terms of memory
capacity and the time required for scanning the list. On
the other hand, choosing a small size would result in a
cycling problem; that is, revisiting the same state again.

C. Evaluation
Set of fuzzy if-then rules should have high accuracy.
Thus, we use the following function to evaluate each rule
set. Where fitnessmin(S) is the minimum fuzzy if-then
rules fitness value of in the population. Until a prespecified number of pairs of fuzzy if-then rules are
selected this procedure is iterated. A crossover operation
is applied to a selected random of fuzzy if–then rules.
Note that the selected fuzzy if-then rules for crossover
operation should be different. In computer simulations of
this paper, we used the one-point crossover in Fig. 3.
D. Tabu Checking
If the new rule set Snew is better than the best rule set
found so far Sbest, it is accepted and saved as the best
found by setting Sbest=Snew. If the new rule set is better than
the current rule set Scurrent, it is accepted and saved as the
current rule set by setting Scurrent=Snew . If the new rule set
is not better than the current rule set, and the new
generated rule.

remains unchanged and a new rule set is generated. After
accepting a new rule set, TL is updated and contains the
new generated rule Rnew to forbid returning to this rule.

E. SA Admission
If the new rule set is better than the current rule set S
current, it is accepted and saved as the current rule set by
setting Scurrent=Snew. If the new rule set Snew is better than
the best rule set found so far Sbest, it is accepted and
saved as the best found by setting Sbest=Snew. If the new
rule set is not better than the current rule set, ISAF will
accept the new set of rules on a probabilistic basis. A
digit by random numbers is generated in the range 0 to 1.
If this random number is smaller than value given by (10)
the new set of rules is accepted.
As shown in Table I, the digits of records in the 10%
data set is very large (494021). So, share of trials per
class is not unbroken, for sample from class DOS the
number of samples is 391458 from class U2R the digit of
samples in the training facts set is 52 while. According to
this fact, we have recycled a subset of this large data set
as our train and test data sets; hence, the exercise data set
comprehends 20752 arbitrarily spawned tasters. The
distribution of different classes in the train and test data
sets is presented in Table II.
F. Termination
At each temperature, the inner loop of proposed
approach is called a constant number of times. Cooling
rate parameter α, used for updating the temperature. When
the temperature reaches to the minimum temperature, the
algorithm terminates.
IV.

EXPERIMETS

Parent 1

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

Parent 2

AA

AB

AC

AD

AE

Offspring 1

A1

A2

AC

AD

AE

Experiments were in the framework of the 1998
Intrusion Detection Evaluation Program and carried out
on a subset of the database created by DARPA. We
distributed as part of the UCI KDD Archive used the
subset that was pre-processed by the Columbia University
and [29]. The available database is made up of malicious
traffic a large and number of network connections related
to normal. Every connection is represented with a
41-dimensional feature vector. Connections are also
labeled as belonging to one out of five classes. One of
these classes is the rest indicates four different intrusion
classes and the normal class. These intrusion classes are
classification of 23 different types of spells in a computer
network.
We consigned the train and test data sets, that each
numerical value in the data set is normalized between 0.0
and 1.0 according to the following equation:

Offspring 1

AA

AB

A3

A4

A5

c Normalized =

Figure 3. One-point crossover. Note that the cutoff point is determined
randomly and the length of parents and offspring's are the same.

Rnew is not in a direction within the tabu list TL, it is
accepted as the current rule set and the search continues
from there. If the Rnew is in tabu list, the current rule set

c - c min
c max - c min

(8)

42 numeric features are constructed and consigned to
the interval [0, 1]. This section consists of two
subsections. First, we present some experiments of
applying proposed approach to the intrusion detection
classification problem. at next subsection we compare the
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TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT CLASSES IN THE TRAIN AND
TEST SETS
Test

Train

Class

60593

10000

NORMAL

4166

4107

PRB

229853

5467

DOS

228

52

U2R

16189

1126

R2L

performance of our algorithm to some of other intrusion
detection algorithms.
The average accuracy rate obtained from proposed
model varies from 93% to 98% with the number of rules
ranging from 50 to 100. The hybrid model which extracts
67 fuzzy if-then rules with the average rule length of 5.54
from training data and obtains 97.81% accuracy rate is
applied for test validation. Table IV is the confusion
matrix of hybrid model. The top -left entry of Table III of
the actual Normal test set were detected to be Normal
shows that 59976 instances.
Classification performance of TSFS is measured and
compared with that of different classification algorithms
including pruning C4.5, Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
Multi-Objective Genetic Fuzzy Intrusion Detection
System (MOGFIDS) [7]. In k-NN parameter by using the
well-known fast sequential minimal optimization method
with a polynomial kernel k is set to 5, and the SVM is
trained. The results compare with the winner of KDDCup99 contest [30].
Precision and f-measure of algorithms for PRB class.
By to this table, we can see that the model obtains of
hybrid the best value for precision and f-measure.
According to the above discussion, it shows that our
proposed model obtains comparative results in
comparison with several famous intrusion detection
algorithms.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a novel hybrid model
for intrusion detection in computer networks. This model
used a fuzzy classification system armed with a hybrid
heuristic algorithm based on simulated annealing and
tabu search algorithms. Simulations of computer on data
sets demonstrate presented method achieves robust
performance for intrusion in normal traffic. Results of
proposed model on KDDCup99 dataset, which has
information about normal and intrusive behaviors in
networks, show that the hybrid model achieves good
outcomes in comparison with several well-know
algorithms in this field.
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